An agent-based model simulation of human mobility based on mobile phone data: how commuting relates to congestion
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Abstract: Commuting of residents in big city often brings tidal traffic pressure or congestions. Understanding the causes behind this phenomenon is of great significance for urban space optimization. Various spatial big data make possible the fine description of urban residents travel behaviors, and bring new approaches to related studies. The present study focuses on two aspects: one is to obtain relatively accurate features of commuting behaviors by using mobile phone data, and the other is to simulate commuting behaviors of residents through the agent-based model and inducing backward the causes of congestion. Taking the Baishazhou area of Wuhan, a local area of a mega city in China, as a case study, travel behaviors of commuters are simulated: the spatial context of the model is set up using the existing urban road network and by dividing the area into travel units; then using the mobile phone call detail records (CDR) of a month, statistics of residents' travel during the four time slots in working day mornings are acquired and then used to generated the OD matrix of travels at different time slots; and then the data are imported into the model for simulation. By the preset rules of congestion, the agent-based model can effectively simulate the traffic conditions of each traffic intersection, and can also induce backward the causes of traffic congestion using the simulation results and the OD matrix. Finally, the model is used for the evaluation of road network optimization, which shows evident effects of the optimizing measures adopted in relieving congestion, and thus also proves the value of this method in urban studies.
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1. Introduction

With the expansion of urban scale and the rapid growth of motor vehicles, traffic congestion has become an increasingly serious urban problem, and the tidal traffic generated by the commuting of residents is believed to be one of the major causes of traffic congestion [1, 2]. Traffic congestion not only brings energy waste, environmental pollution[3], but is also believed to negatively affect public health[4]. To address this problem, common approaches include economic or policy measures based on econometric models, such as congestion pricing[1, 5-7], encouraging the use of public transport[8-10], etc. However, models used in these approaches are mostly static models in which residents'
distribution and mobility in space are seldom availability and utilization of urban spatial big data, especially location-based service (LBS) data from GPS devices, smart cards, and mobile phones, make it possible to describe urban residents travels more accurately on a finer scale[11]. Data of residents’ mobility over time and space can be used for urban geographic mapping[12], epidemiological analysis[13, 14], real-time urban monitoring[15], etc. and can also be used for recognition of urban spatial features[16-18] and measurement of urban vibrancy[19]. Another important scenario of application is the study of residents’ commuting and urban transport, including the identification of commuting areas and commuting distances[20, 21], and the acquisition of commuter OD matrices[22, 23]. Results of studies using these new data are proved to have high accuracy compared with statistical data or measured data, proving the effectiveness of big data application in urban studies. But in general, most of these studies remain at an early stage of describing urban phenomena through data, few studies attempt to go further such as using big data to identify the connection between residents’ travel and traffic congestion, or to predict and evaluate measures for traffic improvement[24, 25].

After obtaining relatively accurate data of residents’ commuting, modelling and simulation can be an approach to identifying the mechanism and rules behind the functioning of urban spaces. The agent-based model (ABM) is considered one of the most effective techniques for simulating complex systems and thus has great advantage in studies of cities which are typically complex systems[26]. The distributed characteristics of ABM enable it to reflect differences in behaviors of different types of individuals[27]. Therefore, the model can be used to simulate traffic flow and residents’ behaviors in urban transport, including the residents’ choice of travel modes[28] and carpooling models[29]; other research applications are found in the optimization of bus routes[30, 31], the simulation of the functioning of the urban composite transportation system[32], and the evaluation of the impact of the intercity high-speed railway on the ecological environment[33], etc. From the perspective of development trends in researches, studies are moving from the simulation of individual decision-making to that of the composite flow of urban traffic, with increasing complexity of simulation. However, most of these simulations are still based on survey data which not only are expensive and time-consuming to acquire but also lack details of residents’ travel behaviors. For these reasons, big data is considered to be a better data source for studies of residents’ travel behaviors [34].

Among others, call detail records (CDRs) are commonly employed as a kind of urban spatial big data. Compared with traditional survey data, it has higher sample coverage, time efficiency in acquisition and higher time resolution[35]; on the other hand, as an effective tool for studying urban spaces, ABM has long been fettered by the lack of data in its earlier developments and it sees great potential in the current context of smart city development[36]. Therefore, using CDRs in ABM offers great promises for traffic simulation that reflects actual urban spatial environment and the spatial distribution of residents. The simulation, in turn, can be used to analyze the causes of traffic congestion and even to predict traffic conditions under different application scenarios. In previous studies, although big data is gradually applied to generate the OD matrix of the residents’ travels and to predict traffic pressure in the actual urban road network, the following problems still exist: First, most of these studies are conducted on a macro scale of the whole city. At such a scale, road capacity is often ignored, despite the fact that it is crucial for relieving traffic congestion; second, most studies presume that all commuting travels begin simultaneous, without addressing the differences in traffic volume in different time periods. Apparently, considerable errors may occur in the prediction of traffic conditions on the micro scale. Therefore, these two points are taking into consideration in the model employed in the present study.

2. Materials and Methods

The present research comprises two major parts: the acquisition of the features of residents’ commuting behavior and simulation of commuting behavior of urban residents.

2.1 Mobile phone data processing
As mobile phone call data is directly related to the spatial distribution of the base stations, its accuracy in positioning is also determined by the density of base stations and tends to vary across different areas. In addition, due to the different way of work and life of various users, the acquired phone call behavior is also a fuzzy data with an uneven distribution over time. The current mainstream approach to recognizing travel behaviors is mainly based on identifying changes in base stations during phone calls where the base station that is used the most frequently in a specific period is identified as the spatial location point. Data is processed in combination with the Arcgis platform, and the raw mobile phone data comprise phone call records of 7 million users in the case city over a time period of one month (see Table 1). The frequency of base stations used for phone calls is calculated for each hour of the 24 hours on working days and non-working days. Then the ID number of the base station with highest use frequency of each user in each hour is identified, and is regarded as the spatial location of the user (Table 2). Raw data is then processed, removing invalid entries and those with a frequency of less than 3 calls a month. After this processing, 3.8 million valid entries remain, in which each user is assigned with specific base station over each of the 24 hours on working days. But at this point, the result is not yet associated with the urban spatial location. The association is then realized in Arcgis: a spatial unit number is assigned to each base station ID based on the zoning and numbering of spatial units in the study (Figure 1). After determining the spatial unit in which a user ID is located at a time period, the spatial movement statistics at different time periods can be obtained, along with the numbers of residents who travel from a spatial unit to different destinations, i.e. the OD matrix of residents’ travels in the case area. These statistics are to be imported into the ABM as basic data.

**Table 1.** Sample of mobile phone call data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User ID</th>
<th>Time of Phone Call</th>
<th>Base Station ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10000001</td>
<td>2016-03-09-9.11.49.000000</td>
<td>287305843</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10000002</td>
<td>2016-03-09-9.15.24.000000</td>
<td>5760859194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10000003</td>
<td>2016-03-09-9.15.18.000000</td>
<td>2872636812</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10000004</td>
<td>2016-03-09-9.15.49.000000</td>
<td>2893525929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10000005</td>
<td>2016-03-09-9.24.13.000000</td>
<td>2871037354</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2.** Sample statistics of base stations assigned to user ID at different hours of a day

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User ID</th>
<th>Base station ID at 7 o’clock</th>
<th>Base station ID at 8 o’clock</th>
<th>Base station ID at 9 o’clock</th>
<th>Base station ID at 10 o’clock</th>
<th>Base station ID at 11 o’clock</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10000001</td>
<td>2897825643</td>
<td>2870117513</td>
<td>2870117513</td>
<td>2870140338</td>
<td>2897825643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10000002</td>
<td>2871865415</td>
<td>2871865415</td>
<td>2871865415</td>
<td>2871865415</td>
<td>2871865415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10000003</td>
<td>2870124605</td>
<td>2870125269</td>
<td>2893463025</td>
<td>2893410062</td>
<td>2893463025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10000004</td>
<td>2896212261</td>
<td>2870140337</td>
<td>2870129511</td>
<td>2870129511</td>
<td>2870129511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10000005</td>
<td>2897112172</td>
<td>2897112172</td>
<td>2897112172</td>
<td>2897155404</td>
<td>2897155404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10000006</td>
<td>2896857636</td>
<td>2896840168</td>
<td>2896829356</td>
<td>2873044533</td>
<td>2896851574</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10000007</td>
<td>2919549932</td>
<td>2919543433</td>
<td>2919549932</td>
<td>2919440084</td>
<td>2919440084</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 1. Procedures of assigning a user to a spatial unit](image-url)
2.2 Agent-based model

The Agent-Based Modeling (ABM) is often used in complex giant systems such as cities. Generally speaking, a Multi-Agent System (MAS) contains many types of agents, including mobile agents such as urban residents and static agents such as urban roads. Agents run by pre-defined rules and interact with one another, producing movement and dynamic changes starting from an individual agent to the whole. As this mechanism resembles the interaction between human individuals, human and space in the city, ABM is considered as one of the best tools to understand urban functioning[1]. The model in the present study is established on the Repast S platform, and the settings of external environment and agent mobility draw reference from the open source model RepastCity[2-4]. Since residents’ traveling is the only behavior studies in the research, the modeling of urban environment can be simplified into the spatial units of travel (i.e. origin and destination) as well as urban roads. All the agents’ behavior rules mentioned below were coded by Java and added to the model RepastCity to make it running as we designed. The rules for model running are that a resident agent moves from one spatial unit (origin) to another spatial unit (destination) at a specific time point. When the resident agent runs on the road, it may lower its speed of movement due to preset traffic congestion conditions (Figure 2).

![Figure 2. Diagram of rules for resident Agent behavior](image)

2.3 Model Hypothesis and Parameter Setting

The following hypothesis and rules are made regarding the generation of Agent in the model and its behaviors:

First, each Agent (urban resident) generated has a specific origin and destination of travel, at a specific time point of departure. In the model, each resident Agent is represented by a private car whose initial speed of travel is based on the driving speed of a normal motor vehicle.
Second, on each plot, a certain number of Agents is generated which is calculated using the number of residents acquired through phone data, then divided by operator's market share, and finally multiplied by the ratio of motor vehicle travel of residents.

Thirdly, traffic congestion emerges when a certain number of resident Agents concentrate in the same road section, and the traveling speed of residents varies in accordance to the level of congestion.

Fourth, residents choose the shortest route to their destination and do not change route before their arrival.

There are three major parameter variables in the commuting travel model of urban residents in the study area:

The first one is the commuter travel data of residents in each plot acquired from OD travel matrix, and the number travels of the corresponding Agent. The number of Agents is decided based on two factors: first, the number of residents acquired through phone data is converted to get the number of commuting residents is then converted to get the number of travels by motor vehicles. As the Baishazhou area is located in the outskirts of the city, near the third ring road of the city, where there is no subway and the number of bus lines is far less than those in the inner city area, it is assumed that the majority of travels are done with private cars: the number of residents acquired through phone data is divided by the market share of the telecom operator and then the number of private car travels is acquired at a conversion factor of 1 to 1. The second factor is the ratio of the number of Agents in the simulation to the actual number of residents traveling by cars. In the statistics, we can see that there are about 15,000 people traveling at the 9 to 10 o’clock period when the amount of travels it at the lowest in the study area. Previous test modelling showed that, with increasing number of Agents, the speed of simulation drops significant, while the precision of simulation results does not increase accordingly. Therefore, in the present simulation, the number of Agents is reduced so as to improve the efficiency of simulation and the traffic capacity of roads has been adjusted proportionally. The final residents to Agent ratio is set at 1: 10, that is, one Agent represents 10 residents.

The second parameter is the speed setting. Considering the hierarchy of roads in the study area, such as urban expressways, artery roads etc., the speeds of Agents on the roads is also differentiated. In the study, two different speeds are set, i.e. the expressway speed, at 50 km/h and the artery road speed, at 30 km/h. This parameter is achieved by specifying the field of road attribute in GIS, corresponding to the speed parameters of 13.9 m/s and 8.3 m/s respectively. The speed setting also correlates Agent’s travelling speed with the actual time unit, that is, each operation cycle (1 tick in simulation) is equal to 1 second of real time.

The third parameter is the road congestion settings. As the present study is conducted on a meso to macro scale area, roads are not categorized on a finer level, nor is the overlapping of vehicles considered. Instead, traffic congestion status is determined by the instantaneous Agent density. Rather, congestion is defined by instantaneous density of Agents on the road as vehicle density can directly demonstrate the congestion level on a road and road occupancy is often used as a quantitative indicator in traffic analysis[5, 6]. According to some scholars’ method[7], the present study defines road occupancy at 0.5-1 as serious congestion, 0.3-0.5 as slight congestion and below 0.3 as no congestion.

3 Case study

This Baishazhou area in Wuhan is selected as the case study of commuting simulation based on the following considerations: first, Baishazhou is a new area of Wuhan which is mostly residential in function. Therefore, the study of the impact of commuting on traffic condition in this area is of practical value. Second, since the area is still under construction and development, follow-up observations are possible to identify the differences between the simulation results of various planning programs and the reality. Thus, the proposed optimization and improvement measures may be of great practicality. Finally, as there is a city-level artery road in this area, i.e. the Baishazhou Avenue, the overall urban layout is distributed along the road in a belt-like shape. With frequent and extensive interactions with the surrounding areas and evident concentration of vehicle traffic, the area is believed to be a valid case to evaluate the effectiveness of the model.

3.1 Data acquisition and processing

After the processing of mobile phone data is completed, the most important step is to allocate the residence and work place of residents at each hour to the space units. This is realized by overlapping aerial photographs, vector electronic map and existing roads on previously generated space units. Working with a huge dataset like mobile phone data, the number of time division and plot division by different hours of a day may lead to an exponential increase in total statistical size. Therefore, except for the case study area, the division of urban
space is minimized to reduce the total number of spatial units. Finally, 34 space units were generated (see Figure 3). Based on these space units, statistics were extracted for the four rush hours on each workday morning. Among these units, plot No. 1 to No. 27 are taken as the core research objects, in which commuting data of residents are acquired. Since the accurate travel routes in other plots cannot be obtained without a fine division, these plots are selected only as destinations but not origins.

Figure 3. Road network and division of urban spatial units

Choosing Monday to Friday every week as time periods of study, temporal features of the commuting of residents are obtained. In regular commuting, residents travel from home to work in the morning rush hours and then from work to home during the evening rush hours. In order to reduce the amount of data in space unit division, the division of land for work is simplified. Therefore, only the commuting of residents during the morning rush hours, i.e. the four hours from 6-10 o’clock, is considered in the present simulation. Using the
base station data in the four hours of 6, 7, 8 and 9 o’clock, the number of plots at 11 o’clock, the number of
travels at each hour and at each plot was generated and thus the OD matrix (Table 3). Numbers of residents’
travels in each core space unit at different hours is separately are acquired (Figure 4). The ranking of the
numbers for the four time slots is 7 o’clock >8 o’clock >6 o’clock >9 o’clock, which is consistent with our daily
experience: Since most employers in China have working hours from 9 am to 5 pm, leaving home for work
between 7 am to 8 am means reserving enough time for commuting even in face of the possible traffic jam
during morning rush hours. Therefore, this period is the most popular departure time for commuters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Departure Lot No.</th>
<th>Destination Lot No.</th>
<th>Departure at 6 o’clock</th>
<th>Departure at 7 o’clock</th>
<th>Departure at 8 o’clock</th>
<th>Departure at 9 o’clock</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4. Comparison of residents’ travels at different hours in different spatial units

3.2 Model Simulation and Result Verification

Figure 5 presents real-time screenshot images at several time nodes during the running of the model. As
the visual interface could not offer quantified traffic features, road intersections are numbered and the number
of Agents at each running cycle is obtained in order to detect the occurrence, the time and the level of traffic
congestions. The numbering of road intersection is shown in Figure 6(a).
Finally, the number of vehicles at each intersection in the study area is calculated in various periods of 90 seconds each to obtain Figure 7. As shown by the changes in the number of agents at all intersections during various time periods, although differences can be seen in terms of the total number of commuter residents, the number of commuter residents on each plot and the destinations of residents, the overall line charts generated for the four hours of study demonstrate a consistent pattern, representing similar features in the commuting of
residents at each hour. Specifically, for road intersections, the peak in the line chart represents the maximum number of traffic generated, and the duration of time indicates the occurrence of congestion. Therefore, it can be seen that the most obvious congestion occurs at Intersection 10, that is, the intersection of Baishazhou Avenue and the Third Ring Road. Other more congested ones include No.6, No.9 and No.37 intersections.

![Figure 7. Changes in the number of agents at intersections](image)

Further, the causes of congestion at each intersection can be analyzed, combining the presentation of congestion process at each intersection in the visual interface, and the number of residents departing from each block in different time periods (Table 4). Traffic in the surrounding area along the Baishazhou Avenue consists of two parts: commuting traffic from the area adjacent to Intersection 10 (the Qingling Interchange) to Plot 27 (the South Lake Area) and the Plot 31 (the Optics Valley Area); while traffic in Intersection 37 (the Meijiashan interchange) comes from the commuting to Plot 31 and Plot 30 (the Xudong Area). As a result, the commuting traffic flows have great impacts on the road intersections near the two interchanges. In addition, as cross-river traffic in the entire area is still mainly directed to Plot 34, so tension in traffic is mostly concentrated along the cross-river bridge (the Baishazhou Bridge) route.

Chinese web map providers, such as Gaode, Baidu, etc., provide not only navigation information, but also traffic forecasting based on their historical traffic data and projections of traffic conditions at different periods of a day. In the present study, traffic forecasts for the case study, the Baishazhou area, at the four time nodes, i.e. 7, 8, 9 and 10 o'clock, are extracted from Gaode map as shown in Figure 8. Since these traffic forecasts are generated based on historical data, they can be considered as road traffic conditions with highest probability of each road in the past years, and therefore, they are used in the study to verify the results of the model simulation.

![Figure 8. Traffic Forecasts for the four studied hours based on big data of Gaode](image)

Source: Gaode Map

Because Gaode’s data is only accurate to the hour and cannot be matched with the temporal granularity of traffic conditions in this simulation, comparisons can only be made on a similar time span. Traffic at the end of each hour of simulation is used for the comparison, which means the simulation result for traffic starting at 6
o’clock is used to compare with the traffic forecast for 7 o’clock and so on. It can be seen from the traffic forecast of Gaode that it covers only the city artery roads and above but not the secondary roads or below, and the dark red, red, yellow and green colors in the diagram represent increasingly better traffic conditions, form serious congestion to smooth flow. Therefore, it can be seen that traffic condition is the worst at 8 o’clock when a dark red section appears at the Qingling Interchange at the intersection of Baishazhou Avenue and Third Ring Road, and the section is in yellow at the other three time nodes, which indicates slight congestion. Another congestion occurs in sections along the Baishazhou Avenue before and after the Meijishan Interchange, where the the heaviest traffic, in dark red color, also appears at the 8 o’clock time node while it is in yellow at the other three time nodes, the rest of the time point is yellow. Compared with the roads in the model, the intersections corresponding to Qingling Interchange are Intersection 10, 12 and 16, while those corresponding to Meijiahan Interchange are Intersection 35 and 37. It can be seen that most sections of congestion projected by Gaode accord with the congested intersections as simulated in the model. Based on the above analysis, the results of the present model simulation are consistent with traffic forecasts of Gaode.

4. Discussion

Statistics in the OD matrix of residents’ travels at different hours show that, most of the spatial units follow the pattern of a minimum traffic at 9 o’clock, but there are also a few plots that do not match the major pattern of travel numbers such as Plot 27. Serving mainly residential functions in South Lake area, Plot 27 is one of the most congested areas in Wuhan during rush hours. A possible explanation is that the residents of the area choose to delay their departure time to 9 o’clock in order to avoid the traffic congestion period from 7 to 8 o’clock, or they are stalled in traffic for too long and are considered as having not departed from the area in the statistics. This result, to some extent, verifies the significance of OD statistics and simulation by each hour: when the travel patterns of each space unit during the four hours change, traffic pressure at each intersection may also vary and the causes behind these changes demand further analysis with the support of simulations. This is also why this study divides the unit time span of commuting travels into an hour.

![Fig 9. Comparison of traffic conditions before and after the optimization of road network](image)

In order to test the simulation results of the model for different schemes, and combined with the analysis of the causes of congestion, the roads in the study area are optimized in accordance to the Wuhan master plan,
a waterfront north-south road along the Yangtze river and the road to the South Lake area are planned (Figure 6b); the planned and optimized road network is simulated in the model and compared with the original one. In this simulation, it is assumed that the population in this area remains unchanged and so do the places of residence and work. Comparing the simulation results of the two schemes (Figure 9), it can be seen that the optimized scheme is evidently better than the scheme before optimization: first, traffic has been distributed to multiple road intersections instead of being concentrated at an intersection before the optimization. Second, duration of traffic congestion is significantly shortened, which means congestions can be alleviated quickly even if they do occur.

5. Conclusions

According to Gaode’s Traffic Report on Major Cities in China, 81% of them suffer from congestions during rush hours of residents’ commuting[44]. Therefore, studying the commuting of residents as a starting point to address the wider problem of urban traffic congestion bears practical significance, not only for China but also for the world at large.

Previous studies prove that mobile phone call data can more accurate reflect of the features of the commuting of urban residents. But most studies focus on the overall analysis of cities on a macro scale and the visual representations. Few studies are found on the micro scale dynamic analysis of the commuting of residents, nor the way to relate it to urban transport. In the present study, the agent-based model is used to simulate traffic condition during commuting hours in a local urban area. First, commuting demand of residents calculated by mobile phone data is used to simulate congestions on the existing urban road network; then, data backtracking is used to identify the causes of congestion and the simulation; finally, the results of simulation are proven to be consistent with the actual traffic conditions.

Currently, the era of big data has been coming. When it is less difficult to acquire data, how to use them in urban research becomes an issue that more urgently needs to be considered[45]. Although the data used are simplified for the easiness of processing and modelling, the study is still believed to be a positive endeavor of combining big data and agent based model in urban study, and it offers a valuable approach to studying residents’ commuting and urban traffic.

There are aspects in the study that need to be improved: First, because mobile phone CDR data is a relatively sparse data in recording the travel trajectory of residents. It is difficult to obtain the traffic mode (or speed) of residents’ travel through statistical analysis. Thus, the specific correlations between commuter vehicles and mobile phone users are not discussed in the present study. Besides, vehicles other than commuter cars, such as buses are not considered. Prospect studies are expected to incorporate data from field surveys and machine learning approaches to further specify modes of commuter travels and include bus as a major means of transportation. Second, in the present model construction, lanes and traffic flow directions on the roads are not specified; in congestion setting, only the density of vehicles in a certain section is considered while neglecting the overlapping of vehicles; which cannot sufficient reflect traffic conditions in reality and also lead to the fact that the simulation results cannot be analyzed at a finer level for deduction of the processes. Prospect studies are expected to further refine the road and traffic system of the model.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at www.mdpi.com/xxx/s1, Figure S1: title, Table S1: title, Video S1: title.
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